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Rate of Convergence of Lawson's Algorithm

By A. K. Cline

Abstract. The algorithm of Charles L. Lawson determines uniform approximations of

functions as limits of weighted L2 approximations. Lawson noticed from experimental evi-

dence that the algorithm seemed to converge linearly and convergence was related to a factor

which was the ratio of the largest nonmaximum error of the best uniform approximation

to the maximum error. This paper proves the linear convergence and explores the relation of

the rate of convergence to this ratio.

1. Introduction. In his Ph.D. dissertation of 1961, Charles L. Lawson discussed

an algorithm for solving uniform approximation problems by means of limits of

weighted /--norm solutions. Since then, this algorithm has been explored further by

several authors. The algorithm is mentioned in Rice [3], and a variation on Lawson's

algorithm was shown to produce p-norm approximations (p > 2) as a limit of weighted

L2 norm solutions in Rice and Usow [4]. In the Ph.D. dissertation of this author [1],

Lawson's algorithm (originally defined for approximation on finite sets) was extended

to the case of approximation on compact Hausdorff spaces. Presently, attempts are

underway extending Lawson's algorithm in a different fashion for solving Lx

approximation problems.

In his dissertation, Lawson gave conditions for convergence of the weighted

Lp solutions to the uniform solution. In some cases (theoretically possible but com-

putationally highly unlikely), the algorithm may have to be restarted a finite number

of times before it converges to the proper solution. When it converges to the uniform

solution, Lawson noticed experimental results indicating linear convergence with a

convergence factor linked to a certain ratio of error at a point to maximum error of

the solution.

It is the purpose of this paper to show that the Lawson algorithm does have linear

convergence and demonstrate the importance of the convergence factor which

Lawson noticed experimentally. In Section 2, the basic theory of weighted L2 ap-

proximations will be given, the algorithm introduced, and conditions on its con-

vergence to the uniform solution given. In Section 3, the fundamental rate of conver-

gence results are proved through a series of lemmas.

2. Description of the Lawson Algorithm. Although the algorithm was defined

for approximation of vector-valued functions by means of weighted Lv approxima-

tions, in this paper we consider only real-valued functions and weighted L2 approxi-

mations. We assume we are given a finite set X = a function / on X, and a

linear space of approximations G. We let n be the dimension and assume / is not con-

tained in G (hence n + 1 *g m). We seek to find an element g* £ G such that
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II** - /|| ^ /||   for all -£ G,

where || ■ || indicates the uniform norm. We further assume that G has the Chebyshev

property (i.e., no element of G has n zeros on X other than the identically zero

function), which guarantees that there exists a unique such best uniform approxi-

mation g* to /.

Given a nonnegative, unit weight function w on X (i.e., *>~~-i w> — "> an£-

Wi ^ 0 for y = 1, • • ■ , m), we seek a best weighted L2 approximation to / as the

g £ G such that

(m \l/2 /   m \l/2

£ -[/(*•) - #(*,)fj  ^    »,[/(*,) - s(x,)]2j

for all g £ G. A characterization of such solutions is given by the standard

orthogonality property:

g mmirnizes the quantity (£~»a WiUM — s(x,)]2)I/2, over all

g £ G if and only if w>,(/(*,) - £(*,))g(*,) = 0 for all g £ G.

Using the orthogonality property, it is easy to show that such a unique best w-weighted

L2 approximation g to / exists if and only if there are at least n positive components

of the weight function w. We label the set of all such weight functions W. That is,

W = \ w -|w-}7-»:]£     = I. »•>, ̂ 0

for all j and > 0 for at least n values of j>-
i

It is clear that W is not a compact set; however, it is the union of a countable

collection of compact sets. To see this, for - > 0, let

W. = {w = {W/}~_-" w £ If and w,- ̂  e for at least n values of j].

Then, for any sequence {«,}"_, with limit zero, it is clear that IF = W.(. The

compactness of such sets W, will be exploited in Section 3.

To summarize results to this point, we have that for w £ W there exists a unique

best w-weighted L2 approximation g to /. We denote the mapping of w to g by B.

That is,

B\W ->G   with g = B(w).

We now introduce a mapping F:W —> W. For w £ W, determine g = i?(w) and

let r = / — g be the residual function. Define a new weight w' = F(w) such that,

fory = m,

w< = w,- hi / 2 ^hl.

where /•, = /•(*>)• That w' £ "F is shown in Lawson [2, p. 70]. We are now in a position

to define the algorithm.

0. Let k = 0 and select ;v° £ W.

1. Determined = B(w") and let a = (*T"-i M*} |r*|2)1/a.
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2. If or* = ak~x then stop; otherwise let wk+1 = F(wk), increase k by 1, and return

to step 1.

Lawson showed the sequence {<-*}f_0 to be increasing and bounded above by

T* = 11/ — g* 11. In the case that <-* —> t* as k —> °o, the sequence {gk \ k.0 of weighted

L2 approximations has limit g*, the best uniform solution. To guarantee this con-

vergence, it is necessary and sufficient to assume that for some "approximator

determining set" (or "critical set") E0, every weight function w* is positive on every

point of E0. An approximator determining set is a subset of the extremal set

E = (x E Z:|/(x) — g*(x)| = ||/ — g*\\}, on which g* is also the best uniform

' approximation to /. With the assumptions that all functions are real-valued and that

G is a Chebyshev system, we are guaranteed the existence of some approximator

determining set of exactly n + 1 points. E is always an approximator determining

set and, if E contains exactly n + 1 points, is the only such set.

The assumption that there exists such an E0 on which every wk is strictly positive

is, in practical consideration, not at all strong, although examples can be produced

where this is violated and, hence, [gk j does not have limit g* (see Lawson [2, p. 83]).

Henceforth, it will be assumed that the algorithm does converge to the uniform

solution. That is, gk —> g* and ak —> t* as k —* oo.

Lawson reported that according to numerical experiments the convergence of

\<tk\ to t* was related to the constant

p = max{|/(x) - g*(x)\:x <$ E}/r*.

In fact he observed that

(r* - ct*)/(t* - a1"1) -> p,   and also   (r - t*)/(t*_1 - r*) -> p,

where / = \\f - g"\\.
It will be shown here that the algorithm does converge in a linear fashion and

that the factor of convergence is at most p. To be specific, for every X > p there is

an M > 0 such that for all k, \\g* - g"\\ -S MX* and t* - r* g MX*. This result is

given as Theorem 2.

3. Rate of Convergence. This section presents the proof of the convergence

result stated above. For ease of understanding, the proof has been split into five

lemmas, two theorems, and two corollaries. In order to convey the importance of

each subresult, an outline of this section is presented.

First, it will be shown in Lemmas 1 and 2 that the operators B and F satisfy

Lipschitz continuity conditions on the compact sets W,. That B and F are simply

continuous on W is not difficult to show, but a stronger result is required and this

stronger result does not hold on all of W. For this reason, the compact sets Wt are

considered and prove sufficient for later application.

In Lemma 3, it is shown that points not in the extremal set E have weights tend-

ing to zero. This is used to prove Lemma 4: that the quantity £™_i w\|r<| in the

denominator of the definition of F tends to the constant r*. These two results are

used to show that the rate of convergence of weights at a point x to zero, mentioned

in Lemma 3, is in fact linear with convergence factor related to the ratio

l/W — 8*(x)\/t*. This is given as Lemma 5. The maximum of such ratios is exactly
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the quantity p, thus p governs the convergence of the total weight of the set X ~ E

to zero.

Theorem 1 and its two corollaries show that if all weight is concentrated on the

set E and if the residual functions rk are sufficiently close to the best uniform residual

r* = f — g*, then the algorithm converges immediately. Theorem 2 links all these

ideas by taking the sequence {wk j and defining a new weight sequence \wk). Elements

of the sequence {wk\ have all weight concentrated on E which may not be the case

for elements of {wk \, but the two sequences grow closer with increasing k. The degree

of closeness is determined by Lemma 5. Then the Lipschitz continuity conditions

of Lemmas 1 and 2 are applied to obtain the desired rate of convergence of {r* — t* }.

Lemma 1. Let w1, w2 £ W, where e > 0. Then there exists a constant MB

{depending only upon e) such that

\\g - g\\ ^ MB IJ vP1 - vPÄ 11   where g1 = B(w') and g2 = 5(fl>2).

Proof. Let Dx and D3 be m X m diagonal matrices with elements {iDj}"., and

{w2}™-i respectively. Select a basis \gi\T~i for G and let A be the m X n matrix with

elements

(A)i,j = gj(Xi),      i = 1, • • • , m, j = 1, • • • , n,

and b be the w-vector with elements

(6), = f0ct),      i = 1, ••• , m.

Now, expanding the solutions g1 and g2 in terms of the basis:

= l^otiSi   and   g = 2^ai8i,

from the orthogonality property it follows that the m-vectors a1 and a2 satisfy

a1 = (ATD1Ay1ATD1b and a2 = (ATD2AT 1ATD2b. Thus,

a  - a2 = [(.ATD1AT1 - (AT D2 A)~1]ATDib + (ATD2A)~1AT(Dl - D2)b

= (ATD2A)'1[(ATD2A) - (ATD1A)](ATD1A)~1 ATD1b

+ (ATD2 A)'1 AT(Dl - D2)b

= (ATD2Ay1 AT(D2 - Dl)[A(ATD1AT1ATD1 - I]b.

Letting       indicate the Lx vector and subordinate matrix norm, we have

II«1 - a2\U g \)M*lbAr%'\\4%'\{D» - -OiIU

•(IMIIHIM^niHI^II. Ilß.ll. + D-IHu-
Furthermore, \\D2 —        = \\wi — w2\\ and ^ L

Since Wt is a compact set on which IK^ZM)-1!!! < -° for every diagonal matrix

D corresponding to a weight w £ W„ the quantity IK^ZM)-1!!! is uniformly bounded

on W,.

This implies the existence of a constant Mx depending only on e such that

||a' - a ||, *g M, HiP1 - w2||.

The proof is completed by letting MB = Af^max,- ||g,-|| and noticing that
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I -1 -2|

I*    -   * I £ (a) — a))-gj
1-1

^ X) w) — <*2I II*.

S max ||g,||-||« - «Iii ^ max | |g,|| • M, ■ | |h>' - fi>2||. □
I i

Lemma 2. Let wu w2 £ where e > 0, z/-en zAere exz's/s a constant MF (depend-

ing only upon t) such that

WFOv1) - F(w2)\\ g MF \\wl - w2\\.

Proof. First, notice that, for ßx, ß2 ^ 0,

(1)

«1  _ <*2

ßi ß2 1/3.
1_ _ 1_

1/3. ft

^ 10, r   - «,i + i«,Hftr1/3. -
Next, from Lemma 1,

II*1 — *2|| ^ MB \\w  — w2\\,

(where g1 = ^(w^andg2 = 5(t52)). Thus,

II \f i - \r*\ II = II Is1 - /I - I*2 - 1\ II

^ II*1 — *2II ̂  -Wb \W ■*-

Let w1 - F(wl) and i"2 = F(w2). Then, for / = 1, • • ■ , m,

/m / m

Y, *>) \r)\   and   w2 = w2-\f2\ / £ »y |r2|.
i-l ' f-l

We have, for each /,

|»<-— w2 \r2\\ -g w\ \\f\\ — |pj|| + |»1 — w\|-|/\|

g 1-MB 11 VP1 - <v2|| + - h>2||.

From the equivalence of norms on finite-dimensional vector spaces, there is an e > 0

such that e 11 • 11 *S 11 • 112 (where 11 ■ 112 denotes the iS2-weighted L2 norm), and from the
compactness of W„ there is an appropriate e which serves uniformly for every

w2 G W„ Thus,

e \\f2\\ g ||r2||2 = ||*2 - /ff- ^ ||0 - /II, = K/H,.

Similarly, ||/||2 may be uniformly bounded for every w2 £ W', which implies the

existence of a constant Mx such that

|w! |PJ.| - w2 \r2\\ ^ M1 \\wl - *>2||.

This yields

X »51"} I - X) $1

Now, applying the inequality (1) with ax = w) \r]\, a2 = w2 \r2\, ft = |f}| and

ft   - £"-i     I''2!' we have
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rg M, Uff1 - fP2||

for some MF depending only upon e (the uniform bound on (£, wf |r, |)_1 for w G W.

follows as in similar cases before). □

Lemma 3. If, for any j, |g*(x,) — j(x,)\ < r* then w)'■ —> 0 as k —> <».

Proof The sequence {w*}J°_0, being bounded above and below by 1 and 0

respectively, has a convergent subsequence. To prove the lemma, it suffices to show

every convergent subsequence has limit zero. To this end, suppose {wj'}"_0 is a

convergent subsequence with limit a > 0. Select N such that i ^ N implies

w)' > a/2, then

m m

tri = £ *i" \gk'(xt) - K*i)\2 ^ £ »•>?' |**(*,) - /(*,)|2
i-i i-i

rg h>*< !**(*,) - /(*,.)|2 + £ wki \g*(Xl) - f(Xl)\2

wki \g*(x,) - /(*,)|a + (1 - ^Or*2

-g r*2 - ^'(r*2 - |g*(x,) - faff)

rg r*2 - (a/2)(r*2 - |f*l>,> - /(*,)|2)

which implies jc-t<}°.0 cannot have limit r*, contrary to assumption. □

Let

= !/ : Xj G £■}   and   /0 = {j I x, $ E} = Z~ 7Ä.

Lemma 4.

£ »v* - /(*,)| -> r*   « k -> co .
i-i

Proo/. From Lemma 3 we have that £Jo w* —> 0 and thus £/, w* —» 1.

It follows that

£ w) \g*(Xi) - Kx,)\
i-i

= £ w* |g*(x,.) - «*,)| + £•»■'       - K*,)\
J. Je

w) |g*(*,) - /(*,)] + r*-£ w)

0 + t*   as —> co .

But also
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- I ,

1-1 1-1

= E - /c*,)|.- !**(*,) - /(*,)|)
1-1

m

^ £ w* !**(*.■) - *(*,)! ^ II** -

—> 0   as k —► od ,

thus,

Lemma 5. For any j, let X,- = |g*0,) — /0,)|/t*. 77-ew, e/VA-r

(i) for some Nit w) = 0/o/* /c ^ TV,, or

(ii) /or awy X' < X,- (X' > 0) and X" > X,, there exist positive constants M' and

M" such that

M'\'h < w) < M"\"k   for all k.

Proof. Assume (i) does not hold, then w)> 0 for all k. Since

=      !**(*,) — f(Xj)\ / £      !**(*.) — f(Xi)\,

t+i
g\Xi) - f(Xj)\ . !**(*,) - Kx,)\ =

..." LzFTZ \ _ 4/~ VI * •'»/ E"-j W" |g*(x4) - /(*<)| t*

as k —> co. Because X,- £ (X', X"), there is an A^ such that k it N implies X' < w*+1/w*

< X", hence, X'w) < w)+l < \"w), and

X"+*(X'~*h>*) = X"w* < ••• < -v-+! < ••• < X"1** - X"t+!(X"-V*)

for / ^ 1. In particular, for k = N and letting / = k + /,

[X'-MJa'' < w- < [X-'-Ml-X'".

So the lemma holds for / 2: A with

M' = (y~VT]   and   M" = [X"-Vw?],

and holds for all i if M' and AT" are appropriately altered. □

Theorem 1. For any weight w £ W such that w,- = 0 for all j £ J0, let

g = B(w) and r = f - g. If

sgn r, = sgn r*jt   for all j £ JE,

then B(F(w)) = g*.

Proof. By the orthogonality property, g' = B(F(w)) is the unique element of G

satisfying

tn

E wK/C*!) - *'(*,))•*« =0   for all g £ G,

where w' - F(w).
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For / £ Je, we have

\r,\ = sgn-,--f = sgn r*-r,- = r*-r,/rf

and thus,

w'i = of1*-, \r,\ = (t*/«)*Wifi/r},

where a = Z"-i w< V<\- Hence, for each g £ G,

Z ".(/(*,) - **(*■))•*(*•) =  Z »i-fO»*) = (r*/«)- Z
i-i »eis iGJb

to

= (r*/«)-Z »V, •*(*,) = 0
i-i

which implies g* = 5(vv') = B(F(w)). □

Corollary 1. If, for some k, wk = 0 /or a// y £ •/<,, sgn r* = sgn r*. /or a//

j £ -7b, fAen

= g*   /or 1

(i.e., the algorithm converges in k + 1 iterations).

Proof. According to Lawson [2, p. 72], if ck*1 = r*, then g*' = g* for kx ^ /c + 1.

But from Theorem 1, gk+1 = g* and

= (z ^(^,) - **u?)),)1/a

= ( Z w*-r*2)1/J - t*. □

Corollary 2. 7/", /or .vowe A, = 0 /or a// j £ /0, ' Ae algorithm converges

in a finite number of steps.

Proof. It is clear that, for k ^ A, w) = 0 for all j £ J0- Determine A, ^ A such

that fe ̂  N\ implies ||g* - g*|| < r*. Then,

Ik* - r*IJ = ||(/ - g*) - (/- g*)|| < r*

and hence, since |r*-| = r* for j £ 7E,

sgn r* — sgn rf   for 7 £ JE.

The first corollary then guarantees thatg* = g* for k ^ A, + 1. □

Let y, be defined by

J\ = \j '• j £ Jo and w) > 0 for every y}

and let

Po = max I/(*,-) — g*(x,)|/T*.
iE/.

Theorem 2. Cr/ue-i a«v X > p0, fAere ex/sta a constant M such that ||g* — g*\\ <

MX" andr" - r* < MX" for all k.
Proof. If, for any k, Zis/j- w) — 0, then for all greater k the same is true which

violates Lemma 4. Letting ßk = Z/e^Jt vv;> we may define a new weight wk for each

by
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** = o,       je Jo,

= ßk1 • w),       j G Je-

From Lemma 5, we may assert the existence of a constant M such that for j £ Ju

K — w)\ = w) < M\" since X > X, for all j G /».
For / £

1»* - w*| = (ßk1 - l)-w* -g ß~kl - 1 = ft1 £ w* rg ft-'-m-AA'.

But since ßk —> 1 as k —> co, |f3j'j is uniformly bounded from above and we may

assert the existence of an Mx such that

||fi>* - w*|| < MiX*   for all /c.

It is now claimed that, for some - > 0, both of the sequences {v/jT-o and \wk}k.0

are contained in the set Wt. Considering {wk}k.0 first, if this sequence is not con-

tained entirely in any such W, there exists a convergent subsequence with limit w*

such that w*j > 0 for at most n — 1 values of jr, thus w* £ W, contrary to the fact

that every limit point of {wk } £_„ is an element of W (see Lawson [2, pp. 75-76]).

Thus, {w*}™_0 is contained in W, for some positive «; that the same is true for

fw*! k-o follows from the same argument and the fact that ||w* — wk\\ —>0as/c —> <*>.

We may now apply Lemma 2 to guarantee the existence of an M2 such that

HF(vv') - w*+1|| = ||F(V) - F(w*)|| -g M2 JI vP* - w*|| rS M2-mX.

We now define g* to be B(wk) and hence from Lemma 1, there is an M3 such that

||#* - I'll - ||B(ff*) - B(wk)\\ -g M3 JI VP* — wk\\ ^ M3X*.

Select N so large that ||g* - gk\\ < t*/2 and \ \g* - g*|| < T*/2 for k ^ N. Hence,

— 1*11 < T* ano" as m the proof to the second corollary of Theorem 1,

sgn rf = sgn ?) for all j £ JB.
Applying Theorem 1 to wk, we see that

B(F(w)) = g*   for k ^ N.

Applying Lemma 1 again, we have

Ik* - gk+1\\ = \\B(F(wk)) - B(*k+1)\\ rg M4X*+1   for * ^ A

and suitable M„. Therefore, the inequality^holds for all k with larger M4 if necessary.

The proof is completed by noticing that

Tk-r* = ||/ - |*|| - ||/ - **|| rg HI* - g*\\. □

Several closing comments would be instructive. First, since

p = max |/(x,-) — g*(x,)\/t*,

it is clear that p0 "g p, hence^Theorem 2 also holds for p. If p0 < p, then, for some

/ G •/„,

l/Oc,) - **(*,)! ̂  |/(*,) - g*(*,)|
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for all j £ J0, and, for some N, wk = 0 for k ^ N. Computationally, this is unlikely

with the standard algorithm. Thus, the convergence factor may be assumed to be p.

Several techniques to accelerate the convergence of Lawson's algorithm have

been tried (see Rice and Usow [4] and Cline [1, pp. 103-121]). The most successful

techniques involve monitoring the quantities wk and setting to zero those for which

very probably j £ J0. Usually, these are j such that |/(x,) — g*(x,)|/r* is very small,

and hence less than Po. If we assume t* — t* ^ Mp\, then altering such w) will have

no effect on the asymptotic behavior of j t* — t* }, but may on the initial behavior.

This has been observed in numerical experiments. To decrease the asymptotic rate,

hence p0, it would be necessary to set to zero wk where |/(x,) — g*(x,)|/T* is less than

1 but very close to 1. This is extremely difficult since \f — g*\ is only known approxi-

mately as |/ — gk\.
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